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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Consider the forced Duffing equation
Y 2 2 w xu t q m v u t q g u t s h t a.e. t g 0, T .  .  .  . .
1 .X X u 0 y u T s u 0 y u T s 0, .  .  .  .
 . 1 .where T ) 0, v s 2prT , g g C R, R , and h g L 0, T .
 .For problem 1 there are some well-known solvability conditions, such
 w x.  w x.as the sign condition see 4, 6 ; the monotonicity condition see 1, 7 ; the
 w x .periodicity condition see 5, 7 and their references ; the unboundedness
 w x .condition see 2 and its references ; and the Landesman]Lazer type
 w x . w xcondition see 3, 6 and their references , where 2, 4]6 deal with the case
w x w xm s 0, 1, 3, 7 deal with the case m G 1, the main tool in 1, 7 is the dual
least action principle, and the main technique in the others is the topologi-
 .cal degree method. In this paper, we consider problem 1 in the case
where both m s 0 and m G 1, and obtain a new solvability condition by
using the minimax methods. The main results are the following theorems.
Theorem 1 deals with the case m s 0. Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 deal
with the case m G 1.
 .THEOREM 1. Suppose that g g C R, R such that
g x g x .  .
20 F lim inf F lim sup - v . 2 .
x x< <x ª` < <x ª`
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1 .Assume that h g L 0, T satisfying
1 T
F y` - h t dt - F q` , 3 .  .  .  .HT 0
 .  .  .  .where F y` s lim sup F x , F q` s lim inf F x , and
xªq`xªy`
x2¡
g y dy y g x , x / 0 .  .H~ xF x s . 0¢g 0 , x s 0. .
 .Then problem 1 , where m s 0, has at least one condition in the Hilbert
space H 1 gi¨ en byT
1 <w xH s u: 0, T ª R u is absolutely continuous,T
u 0 s u T and uX g L2 0, T 4 .  .  .
with the norm
1r2
T T2 2X 15 5 < < < <u s u t dt q u t dt , u g H . .  .H H T /0 0
Remark 1. There are functions g and h satisfying our Theorem 1 and
w xnot satisfying the corresponding results in 1]7 . For example, let
1 y eyx 4 <sin x < ln 1 q x 2 , x G 0 .g x s 4 .  . x2 e y 1, x F 0
1 T . < .  . <  .and h g L 0, T with 1rT H h t dt - 1. In fact, on one hand F y`0
 . ` yx 4 <sin x <  2 .s y1, and F q` s 1 follows from the fact H e ln 1 q x dx -0
q` which can be checked easily. On the other hand, g is not monotone,
not periodic, not unbounded from both above and below, not satisfying the
sign condition, and not satisfying the Landesman]Lazer condition, where
 .  .g y` s y1 and g q` s y`.
 .THEOREM 2. Suppose that g g C R, R such that
g x .
lim s 0. 5 .
x< <x ª`
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1 .Assume that h g L 0, T satisfying
1r22 21 1T T
h t sin mv t dt q h t cos mv t dt .  .H H /  /T T0 0
1
- F q` y F y` . 6 .  .  . .
p
 . 1Then problem 1 , where m G 1, has at least one solution in H .T
Remark 2. There are functions g and h satisfying Theorem 2 and not
w xsatisfying the corresponding results in 1, 3, 7 . For example, let g be given
 . 1 .in 4 and h g L 0, T satisfying
1r22 21 1 2T T
h t sin mv t dt q h t cos mv dt - . .  .H H /  /T T p0 0
The reason is the same as in Remark 1.




1 .Assume that h g L 0, T satisfying
1r22 21 1T T
h t sin mv t dt q h t cos mv t dt .  .H H /  /T T0 0
1
- F y` y F q` . .  . .
p
 . 1Then problem 1 , where m G 1, has at least one solution in H .T
Remark 3. There are functions g and h satisfying Theorem 3 and not
w xsatisfying the corresponding results in 1, 3, 7 . For example, let
eyx
4 <sin x < ln 1 q x 2 y 1, x G 0 .g x s .  x1 y 2 e , x F 0
1 .and h g L 0, T satisfying
1r22 21 1 2T T
h t sin mv t dt q h t cos mv t dt - . .  .H H /  /T T p0 0
The reason is similar to Remark 1.
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2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
1 T .  .For u g H , let u s 1rT H u t dt and u s u y u. Then one hasÄT 0
T T2 2X5 5 < <u F u t dt Sobolev's inequality .  .Ä ` H12 0
and
T 2T T2 2X< < < <u t dt F u t dt Wirtinger's inequality .  .  .ÄH H24p0 0
which imply
5 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 5u F C u , u F C u 7 .` L
1  w x.for all u g H and some C ) 0 see Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 in 7 . ItT
 . 1follows from 2 that the functional w on H given byT
T T2 2X1 1 2 2< < < <w u s u t dt y m v u t dt .  .  .H H2 2
0 0
T T
y G u t dt q h t u t dt .  .  . .H H
0 0
is continuously differentiable and
T TX X X 2 2 :w u , ¨ s u t ¨ t dt y m v u t ¨ t dt .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
T T
y g u t ¨ t dt q h t ¨ t dt .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
x
1  .  .for all u, ¨ g H , where G x s g y dy. It is well known that theHT
0
 .solutions of problem 1 correspond to critical points of w.
In order to prove our results we require the following lemmas.
 .  .LEMMA 1. Assume that 2 and 3 hold. Then the functional w, where
 .m s 0, satisfies the PS condition.
 .  . 1Proof. Suppose that u is a PS sequence of w in H , that is,n T
X .   .4  .w u ª 0 as n ª ` and w u is bounded. By 2 there exists a realn n
constant g satisfying
g x .
2lim sup - g - v . 8 .
x< <x ªq`
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 .Moreover it follows from 2 that for every « ) 0 there exists M ) 0 such
that
g x .
y« F F g
x
< <  .  .for all x G M. Choose h g C R, R such that 0 F h F 1, h x s 1 for all
< <  . < <  .x F M and h x s 0 for x G 2 M. We shall prove that u is boundedn
 .by way of contradiction. Assume that u is unbounded and put ¨ sn n
5 5u r u . Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume thatn n
5 5u ª `n
¨ © ¨ weakly in H 1n T
w x¨ ª ¨ in C 0, T 9 .n
as n ª `. Set
¡ 1 y h u g u .  . .n n
, u t / 0 .n~ uf t s . nn ¢0, u t s 0. .n
Then one has
y« F f t F g .n
w xfor all t g 0, T . Thus we may assume that
f © f weaklyU in L` 0, T . .n
Hence we have
g u .n 2© f¨ weakly in L 0, T 10 .  .
5 5un
and
y« F f t F g 11 .  .
w x  .for a.e. t g 0, T . In fact, 10 follows from
1 y h u g u .  . .n n 2s f ¨ © f¨ weakly in L 0, T .n n5 5un
and
h u g u .  .n n 2ª 0 in L 0, T .
5 5un
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 .which can be proved by some simple calculations, and 11 follows easily.
 . X .From 10 , the assumption w u ª 0 as n ª ` and the fact thatn
w g u h .T T TnX X Xw u , s ¨ t w t dt y w dt q w dt .  .  .H H Hn n ;5 5 5 5 5 5u u u0 0 0n n n
for all n and every w g H 1 , we obtainT
T TX X¨ t w t dt s f t ¨ t w t dt .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
for all w g H 1 , which implies thatT
T T T2X< <0 s f t ¨ t ¨ dt , ¨ t dt s f t ¨ t ¨ t dt. 12 .  .  .  .  .  .  .ÄH H H
0 0 0
 .  .Thus it follows from 11 , 12 , and Wirtinger's inequality that
T T2 2< < < <g ¨ t dt G f t ¨ t dt .  .  .Ä ÄH H
0 0
T T2X< <s ¨ t dt y f t ¨ t ¨ dt .  .  .ÄH H
0 0
T T2 2X< < < <s ¨ t dt q f t ¨ dt .  .H H
0 0
4p 2 T 2 2< < < <G ¨ t dt y «T ¨ .ÄH2T 0
which implies that
T 2 22 < < < <v y g ¨ t dt F «T ¨ . . . ÄH
0
 .By 8 and the arbitrary of « , we have
¨ s 0. 13 .Ä
 .  .  .  .From 9 , 10 , 12 , 13 , and
¨ g u h .T T Tn n2X X< <w u , s ¨ t dt y ¨ dt q ¨ dt .  .H H Hn n n n ;5 5 5 5 5 5u u u0 0 0n n n
for all n we obtain




T T2 2 2 2 2X5 5 < < < < < < < <¨ s ¨ T q ¨ t dt q ¨ t dt ª ¨ T . .  .H Hn n n n
0 0
5 5On the other hand we have ¨ s 1, which leads ton
y1r2¨ s ¨ s "T .
Without loss of generality we may assume that ¨ s Ty1r2. It follows from
 .  .3 that F q` ) y`, which implies that F is bounded from below on
w .   . 4 w x0, q` . Hence F u ¨ is bounded from below on 0, T . By then n
 w x.Lebesgue]Fatou Lemma see 8 , we have
T 1r2lim inf F u ¨ dt G T F q` . 14 .  .  .H n n
nª` 0
 .On the other hand, from 3 and
2w u . T TnX :w u , ¨ y s F u ¨ dt y h¨ dt .  .H Hn n n n n5 5u 0 0n
we obtain
T T Ty1r2 1r2lim F u ¨ dt s h¨ dt s T h t dt - T F q` .  .  .H H Hn n
nª` 0 0 0
 .  .which contradicts 14 . Hence u is bounded. Arguing then as in Proposi-n
w x  .tion 4.1 of 7 , we conclude that the PS condition is satisfied.
 .  .LEMMA 2. Suppose that g g C R, R such that 2 holds. Then one has
G x G x .  .
lim inf G F q` , lim sup F F y` , .  .
x xxªq` xªy`
x .  .  .  .  .where G x s H g y dy, F q` s lim inf F x , F y` s0 x ª q `
 .  .  .  .lim sup F x , and F x s 2G x rx y g x for x / 0.x ªy`
Proof. We consider the first inequality. Without loss of generality we
 .may assume that F q` ) y`. For « ) 0, let
¡F q` y « , F q` - q` .  .~ 1C s« , F q` s q`. .¢
«
Then there exists M ) 0 such that
F x G C . «
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for all x G M, that is,
d G x F x C d C .  . « «y s G s y2 2 2  / /dx dx xx x x
w xfor all x G M. Integrating two sides over x, y and noticing that
y .
lim inf G G 02yyª`
 .by 2 , one obtains
G x C . «G2 xx
for all x G M. Hence one has
G x .
lim inf G C .«xxªq`
By the arbitrary of « we complete our proof for the first inequality. The
second one is similar; we omit its proof.
LEMMA 3. Suppose that m G 1. Then there exists C ) 0 such that1
T T2 2 2X2 2 < < < < 5 5m v u t dt y u t dt G C u .  .H H 1
0 0
for all u g H , where H is a subspace of H 1 gi¨ en bymy 1 my1 T
my1
H s a cos jv t q b sin jv t a , b g R , j s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1 . .my 1 j j j j 5
js0
15 .
Proof. In the case m s 1, we have u s a . It is sufficient to choose0
C s v 2. In the case m G 2, one has1
T T2 2X2 2 < < < <m v u t dt y u t dt .  .H H
0 0
m2 T2 2X2 2 < < < <G m v T u q y 1 u t dt .H2 / 0m y 1 .
2m y 1 T2 22 2 2< < < <G m v T u q v u t dt .ÄH2
02 m y 1 .
2m y 1 T 2X< <q u t dt .H2
02 m y 1 .
5 5 2G C u1
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for all u g H by Wirtinger's inequality, wheremy 1
2m y 1 2m y 1
2 2 2C s min m v , v , .1 2 2 52 m y 1 2 m y 1 .  .
 .  .LEMMA 4. Assume that 5 and 6 hold. Then the function w, where
 .m G 1, satisfies the PS condition.
 .  . 1  .Proof. Suppose that u is a PS sequence for w in H . Then u isn T n
 .  .bounded. In fact, if not, u has a subsequence, say u , such thatn n
5 5u ª `n
  ..as n ª `. Set W s H see 15 ,1 my1
< 4W s a cos mv t q b sin mv t a, b g R
 .Hand W s W q W . Write u in the form2 1 n
u s w q w q w ,n n1 n n2
 .where w g W , w g W, and w g W . It follows from 5 that for everyn1 1 n n1 2
« ) 0 there exists M ) 0 such that
< < < <g x - « x .
< <for all x G M, which implies that
< < < <g x - « x q C 16 .  .M
<  . <  .for all x g R, where C s max g x . By 16 and Lemma 3 we haveM < x < F M
5 5  X :y w F w u , w .n1 n n1
T T T2 2X 2 2< < < < < <F w t dt y m v w t dt q « u t w t dt .  .  .  .H H Hn1 n1 n n1
0 0 0
T T
< <q C w t dt q h t w t dt .  .  .H HM n1 n1
0 0
T2 25 5 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5F yC w q C « u w q C T q h t dt C w .H1 n1 n n1 M n1 /0
 .for large n, where C is given in 7 . Thus we obtain
5 5 2w Cn1
lim sup F « .
5 5u Cnª` n 1
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5 5By the arbitrary of « , one has w r u ª 0 as n ª `. In a similar wayn1 n
5 5one obtains w r u ª 0 as n ª `. By the finite-dimensionality of W,n2 n
 5 5.  5 5. 5 5w r u has a convergent subsequence, say w r u , such that w r un n n n n n
ª ¨ g W as n ª `. It follows that
un 1¨ J ª ¨ in H 17 .n T5 5un
w x w xas n ª `. Thus by Proposition 1.1 in 7 we have ¨ ª ¨ in C 0, T asn
 .n ª `. Because ¨ t s a cos mv t q b sin mv t for some a, b g R and
5 5  q.  y. q y¨ s 1, ¨ and ¨ are convergent to ¨ and ¨ , respectively, wheren n
¨q t s max ¨ t , 0 , ¨y t s max y¨ t , 0 4  4 .  .  .  .
and ¨q , ¨y are in the same sense. It is not difficult to check thatn n
TT T 1r2q y 2 2¨ t dt s ¨ t dt s a q b 18 .  .  .  .H H
p0 0
as ¨ can be rewritten in the form
¨ t s r sin mv t q u , .  .
 2 2 .1r2where r s a q b and u is an angle such that
a b
sin u s , cos u s .
r r
 .  .  .It follows from 6 that F q` ) y` and F y` - q`. Set
¡F q` y « , F q` - q` .  .~ 1C s« , F q` s q` .¢
«
and
¡F y` q « , F y` ) y` .  .~ 1D s« y , F y` s y`. .¢
«
 .  .Then there exists M ) 0 such that F x G C for x G M and F x F D« «
for x F yM. Thus one has
C x y C , x G 0« 2F x x G .  D x y C , x F 0,« 2
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 < < < <. <  . <where C s C q D M q max F x x . Hence we have2 « « < x < F M
T T Tq q y yF u ¨ dt s F u ¨ dt q F yu y¨ dt .  .  .  .H H Hn n n n n n
0 0 0
2CT T 2q yG C ¨ dt q D y¨ dt y .H H« n « n 5 5u0 0 n
for all n, which implies that
TT 1r22 2lim inf F u ¨ dt G a q b C y D .  .  .H n n « «pnª` 0
 .  .by 17 , 18 , and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. It follows
from the arbitrary of « that
TT 1r22 2lim inf F u ¨ dt G a q b F q` y F y` . 19 .  .  .  .  . .H n n pnª` 0
 .On the other hand, from 6 and










s a h t sin mv t dt q b h t cos mv t dt .  .H H
0 0
1r22 2
T T1r22 2F a q b h t sin mv t dt q h t cos mv t dt .  .  .H H /  /0 0
T 1r22 2- a q b F q` y F y` .  .  . .
p
 .  .which contradicts 19 . Hence u is bounded. Therefore w satisfies then
 .PS condition.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 1 and the Saddle Point Theorem see
w x.7 we only need to prove that
w a ª y` 20 .  .
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< <as a ª ` in R, and
w u ª q` 21 .  .
Ä15 5as u ª ` in H , whereT
1 1Ä <H s u g H u s 0 . 4T T
 .  .If 20 does not hold, there exists a real sequence a and a realn
< <  .constant C such that a ª ` as n ª ` and w a G C for all n.0 n n 0
Without loss of generality we may assume that a ª q` as n ª `. Itn
follows that
1
lim inf w a G 0. 22 .  .nanª` n
 .From 3 and Lemma 2, we obtain
1 G a . Tn
lim sup w a s y lim inf T q h t dt .  .Hna anª` 0nª` n n
T
F yF y` T q h t dt .  .H
0
- 0
 .which contradicts 22 .
 .  . <  . < < <Now we prove 21 . By 2 there exists M ) 0 such that g x F g x for
< <   . .all x G M, where g is a constant satisfying lim sup g x rx - g -< x < ª`
v 2. Thus we have
< < < <g x F g x q C . 3
<  . <for all x g R, where C s sup g x . Hence we obtain3 < x < F M
1 2< < < < < <G x F g x q C x . 32
for all x g R. By Wirtinger's inequality and Sobolev's inequality one has
1 T T T2X< <w u s u t dt y G u t dt q h t u t dt .  .  .  .  . .H H H2 0 0 0
1 g T T2X< < < < 5 5G 1 y u t dt y C T q h t dt u .  .H H `32 /  /2 v 0 0
1 g T 2X< <G 1 y u t dt .H2 /2 v 0
1r2 1r2T T T 2X< < < <y C T q h t dt u t dt 23 .  .  .H H3 /  / /12 0 0
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Ä1for all u g H . Moreover it follows from Wirtinger's inequality that theT
norm
1r2
T 2X< 5 < 5 < <u s u t dt .H /0
Ä1  .is an equivalent norm on H . Thus 21 follows from the equivalence andT
 .23 . Therefore we complete our proof.
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 5 and the Saddle Point Theorem one
only needs to prove that
w u ª q` 24 .  .
5 5as u ª ` in W , and2
w u ª y` 25 .  .
5 5   ..as u ª ` in W q W, where W s H see 15 ,1 1 my1
< 4W s a cos mv t q b sin mv t a, b g R
 .H  .and W s W q W . It follows from 16 that2 1
1 2< < < < < <G x F « x q C x 26 .  .M2
for all x g R. Thus for every u g W we have2
1 1 1T T T2 2 2X 2 2< < < < < <w u G u t dt y m v u t dt y « u t dt .  .  .  .H H H2 2 20 0 0
T
5 5 5 5 < <y C T u y u h t dt .` `HM
0
1 m2 T 2X2 < <G 1 y y «v u t dt .H2 /2 0m q 1 .
1r2 1r2TT T 2X< < < <y C T q h t dt u t dt .  .H HM /  / /120 0
T X 2 1r2 Ä1 . 5 5  <  . < .which implies 24 by the equivalence of u and H u t dt on H ,0 T
 .  .2 2where we may assume « - 2m q 1 r m q 1 v .
 .  .  .Now we prove 25 . If 25 does not hold, there exist a sequence u inn
5 5W q W and a real constant C such that u ª ` as n ª ` and1 0 n
 .w u G C for all n. It follows thatn 0
1 1
lim inf w u G 0, lim inf w u G 0. 27 .  .  .n n25 5u 5 5nª` nª` un n
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Write u s w q w , where w g W , w g W. In the case thatn n1 n n1 1 n
5 5 5 5.  .lim inf w r u ) 0, by 26 and Lemma 3 we havenª` n n
T T T2 2 2X1 1 12 2< < < < < <w u F u t dt y m v u t dt q « u t dt .  .  .  .H H Hn n n n2 2 2
0 0 0
T T
< <q C u t dt q h t u t dt .  .  .H HM n n
0 0
T T T2 2 2X1 1 12 2< < < < < <F w t dt y m v w t dt q « u t dt .  .  .H H Hn1 n1 n2 2 2
0 0 0
T
< < 5 5q C T q h t dt u .H `M n /0
T2 21 1 25 5 5 5 < < 5 5F y C w q C « u q C C T q h t dt u .H1 n1 n M n2 2  /0
which implies that
25 51 1 w 1n1 2lim sup w u F y C lim inf q C « . .n 12  /5 52 u 25 5 nª`unª` nn
It follows from the arbitrary of « that
1
lim sup w u - 0 .n25 5unª` n
 .  .which contradicts 27 . Now we consider the case that u has a subse-n
 . 5 5quence, say u , such that w r u ª 0 as n ª `. Because W is finite-n n1 n
5 5dimensional, without loss of generality we may assume that w r u ª ¨n n
in W as n ª `. Hence one has
un 1¨ J ª ¨ in Hn T5 5un
as n ª `. From Lemma 2 we obtain
1 TT 1r22 2lim inf G u dt G a q b F q` y F y` .  .  .  . .H n5 5u pnª` 0n
 .in a way similar to the proof of 19 . Noticing that
T T
w u F y G u dt q h t u t dt .  .  .  .H Hn n n
0 0
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for all n, we have
1
lim sup w u .n5 5unª` n
1 T T
F y lim inf G u dt q h t ¨ t dt .  .  .H Hn5 5unª` 0 0n
T T1r22 2F a q b F q` y F y` q h t ¨ t dt .  .  .  .  . . H
p 0
- 0
 .  .which contradicts 27 . Hence 25 holds. The proof is completed.
Proof of Theorem 3. In a way similar to Lemma 4 we can prove that the
 .functional w, where m G 1, satisfies the PS condition. As in the proof of
Theorem 2 one has
w u ª q` .
5 5as u ª ` in W q W , and2
w u ª y` .
5 5as u ª ` in W . By the Saddle Point Theorem, w has at least one critical1
point. Therefore Theorem 3 holds.
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